
An Open letter to President Obama and Hilary Clinton:  

Please click on the hyperlinks to validate a comment. 

President Obama, you have been active in stopping threats to human rights around the world. But Now 

There is a major threat to human rights going on under your nose under your watch. We feel compelled 

to disclose to you. This is a very grave issue with prejudice, greed and bigotry threatening the very core 

of American values. I cannot over emphasize the gravity of this malicious attack on justice and law.  

America is pointing the finger at human rights violation and now exposure of such American violations 

will make America look very hypocritical. America now joins other countries who abuse the human 

rights of journalists who threaten profit over people. Please stop this injustice before news of it spreads 

further into the world press.  

As you come onto ending your time as president you have graciously pardoned so many people. Believe 

me no one deserves your attention more than Desire’ Dubounet. Please look into this injustice and 

wrongful prosecution.  

There is a Transgender Scientist and Protest Movie Maker, Desire’ Dubounet, whose human rights are 

being violated by the USA federal Prosecutors. After Famous Federal Judge Matsch dismissed the 

charges against this scientist in 1996 stating that the charges were bogus, this person should not face a 

second jeopardy. Judge Matsch told the court that there was no seal and by the rights of federal judge 

“Full Faith and Credit” the charges should never have been filed again. The FDA has no real case or 

witnesses and this bogus pursuit of prejudice is a stain on America.  

Former Attorney General Eric Holder publicly announced he wanted his prosecutors to stop silly trivial 

cases. No case is more trivial and petty than the vindictive malicious case against this movie maker.  

This is one person who has had his human rights sullied by the United States that especially needs your 

gracious consideration for pardoning or absolving her indictment. Or at least your office should demand 

a full investigation to look into possible wrong doing on prosecution of his case. Using denial of bail to 

punish someone without a conviction is wrong and it is a black eye on America.  

That person is Desire’ Dubounet who has changed her name and gender status to US Law on her 

Colorado Voting ID 200139016, and on her medical license records in the state of Ohio CSWMFT  

E0001505. She has changed her name from William Nelson to Desire’ Dubounet, female. And yet the 

American Embassy here in Budapest refuses to address her name and gender change by American law.  

Desire’ Dubounet has been a champion of Gay and Transgender rights. And Desire’ is the most prolific 

champion of Natural Medicine. Desire’ has made so many protest movies to help change the world. The 

total work of Desire’ is quite awesome and the story of ‘the man who left America to find freedom who 

is no longer a man’ is an amazing story, but bigotry and prejudice have hurt all of our rights.  

As further proof of the malicious bias and immoral prejudice just go to wikipedia on Desire’ Dubounet 

versus here true validated and verified biography on wikipidia. Just How could wikipedia have published 
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such lies and removed all true references about Desire’? How could the story of Desire’ be so hidden 

from view? How could the american legal system allowed her human rights to be so abused???? 

You can see more about Desire’ at her IMDb access is: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2828879/bio.   A 

wise person would want to see both sides of a story and if you wish to chat with Desire’ you can reach 

her at desire.dubounet@gmail.com .  She would welcome any questions.   

As you leave office president Obama, and as you enter into the office Hillary Clinton, nothing you could 

do could more help the American ideals of law and human rights than looking into the wrongful case 

against Prof. Desire’ Dubounet. Nothing you could do would have as much social impact on freedom.  

Thank you for your time and consideration  
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